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...t, it // ..." ii., if it half concert: 
38 it known that , EMERY C. Hop GEs, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Booinington, in the county of McLean and 

5 State of illinois, have invented certain new 
and useful improvements in Building 
Biocks, of which the following is a specifica 

ity invent}{}i relates to improvements in 
5uilding-blocks, and refers more particularly 
to 3. lack constructed of concrete or arti?i 
iais: one, although the principles of the in 
vention may be applied to a natural-stone 
block. 
The main chiect of the inventioi is to pro 

vide a suilding-block having interlocking : 
joii is, silich will prevent iaiteral or longit 
dinal displacement of the blocks after they 
23, we been set. 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

vide is building-block wirich may be used in 
the construction of a single wall or a double 
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and in the case of a double wall to provide 
siegins for se;arating the walls anti securely 
Gcking illen at the proper distajice apart 
and providing a continuous air-space the en 
tire height, if the wall. 

rolliects of the invention are to pro 
a building-block which will be ex 
y simple in construction and inexpeii 
production anti which will be prae 

and eficient it: i.e. uses for which it is 
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lese aid oiler ob?ects in view my 
tioi coinsists of a lock one of the upper 

adges of which is cut away it, for:13: angu 
i; cuisier, the Otie: ; per edge being cut. 
, at a dix, nward slali to form a was, 
iower face of the iock is eig formed with 

s () correspoid ii) shape to the angular 
if iiie upper face 

-: 5. 

we view of a portion 
irut'ied jily blocks 

is: w if is in royed acacier ( ' ' ) hect 
- is cic foi' securing tie to ille waiis lo 
iner were such a construction is used. 
it the tirawings, the illneral i designates 

of kirois-r, which has th: flat upper face 
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2. One of the upper corners of the block is cut 
away to for in a right-angled shoulder 3, and 
the opposite upper corner is cut away at a 
downward slant to for a wash 4. The 
wash of the block is intended to face the outer 
side of the wall, and said wash extends slightly 
lower than the right-angled shoulder of the 
block. The outer face of the block may be 
provided with ornaliental grooves and ribs, 
as 3. The lower side of the block is 
forined with an irregular groove 6 therein, 
which provides at one corner the right-an 

. 

gled fillet 7, and opposite this the flange 8, 
having a downwardly and outwardly inclined 
inner face. The flaige and fillet correspond 
to the wash and shoulder on the upper face 
of the block, so that the blocks are adapted 
to fit one upon the other. One end of the 
block is formed concave, as at 9, and at the 
other end is formed convex at 10, and this 
coastruction serves to secure the ad oining 
ends of the blocks together. The corner 
biocks are formed in one continuous right 
singled piece, as show 11, having the short 
jeg and the long leg i2. 
Where a double-wall construction is to be 

locking header 13, formed on the upper 
corners with the wash 4 and at the proper 
distance inward from the ends with the 
transverse ingular grooves or channelis 5 
to correspond with the shoulder of the blocks. 
On one of the longitudinal vertical faces the 
cacier is provided with the pair of concaved 

seats 6 and oil the opposite face with the 
covexed surfaces 17 to correspolid to the 
coucayo-convex ends of the blocks. As the 
wall is built these spacing-blocks are set in 
the wali at the proper distances apart, and 
9. (i.ead-air space is thereby provided between 
the walls the entire height thereof. The in 
?crediate spicing portion 8 of the header 
Inay le Varied to suit clifferent requirements. 

From this description, taken in connec 
tion with the draw ings, it will be evident 
that have accomplished ail the objects 
herein set forth and have provided a building 
coinstruction the sits of which will not be 
subject, to il eral or longitu (litial ovement. 
A wall so constructed will require little or 
() in ortar, aiti the exterior joints will not re 

(guire pointing. Fiency it will be seen that 
ily billing-block is very practical and effi 
cient for the purposes intended. clajin 

1. A tiltling cust 'viction consisting of an 
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used. I provide a connecting-block or inter 
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inner and outer wall composed of blocks hav 
ing interlocking right-angled ?illots and 
shoulders, and interlocking flaring flang and 
wash, and spacing-blocks.bctween the walls 
having complementary fillet and shoulder, 
and flange and wash. 

2. A building-block formed on its upper 
inner corner with a right-angled shoulder 
and a complementary fillot on its lower cor 
responding corner, the outer upper edge of 
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the block formed with a flaring wash, and the 
lower outer corner provided with a corre 
sponding flaring flange concavo-convex (nds 

: to the blocks. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 
EMERY ('. IO)GES. 

Witnesses: 
II. K. UsTON, 
O. M. KIRKPATRICR. 
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